MAN TRAPPED IN CEMENT AUGER AT DUKANE PRECAST

TUE OCT 09 2012 ~12:20 PM
AURORA TOWNSHIP FIRE DEPARTMENT
EXTRICATION FROM MACHINE
2000 PLAIN AVE AURORA, IL

MAN TRAPPED IN CEMENT AUGER AND EXTRICATED. NO WORD ON CONDITION OF THE MAN. MEDICAL HELICOPTER TRANSPORT TO LEVEL I TRAUMA CENTER ADVOCATE GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL FROM THE SCENE AT DUKANE PRECAST – A COMPANY THAT MAKES ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL PRODUCTS.

http://maps.google.com/?q=2000+plain+ave+aurora,+il&t=h&z=17

FLASHBACK: The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration has cited Dukane Precast Inc. in Naperville with four safety violations including one willful violation for failing to immediately call emergency services when a worker became engulfed in a sand bin and suffered serious crushing injuries.

Plant employees allegedly attempted to rescue the worker for more than an hour before the company summoned emergency assistance. Proposed fines total $70,000 ...The willful violation is for failing to immediately call rescue services when the worker became engulfed in sand after he had walked into the bin and onto the sand to level it. A willful violation is one committed with intentional knowing or voluntary disregard for the law's requirements, or with plain indifference to worker safety and health.

Three serious safety violations have been cited for failing to maintain a railing to protect workers from dangerous equipment, prevent unauthorized workers from entering a permit-required confined space and prepare entry permits prior to entering a confined space. A serious violation occurs when there is substantial probability that death or serious physical harm could result from a hazard.
about which the employer knew or should have known.

Dukane Precast Inc. is a concrete manufacturer that employs 90 workers. The company has been inspected by OSHA 14 times since 1981, and has been issued a total of 25 violations.

The Naperville Fire Department (NFD) spent several hours on February 6, 2012 freeing a 37-year-old employee of DuKane Precast from a sand silo. The silo, located inside the building, was elevated approximately 25 feet in the air and had limited access from a catwalk. A call for an entrapped worker was received at 11:23 hours by Naperville’s Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). A Special Rescue response was initially dispatched. First units arrived on the scene and determined that additional technical rescue members and equipment would be needed.

Members of Naperville’s Technical Rescue Team (TRT) arrived and climbed up the catwalk to find the worker buried to his waist in the sand mixture inside the silo at 1808 High Grove Lane, Naperville. Initial efforts were made to secure the worker from sinking deeper into the sand. Under direction from Edward Hospital, paramedics initiated Advanced Life Support care on the worker in the silo before the sand could be moved. A medical helicopter was requested to the scene but was unable to respond due to poor weather conditions. Due to the complex nature of this incident, a Technical Rescue Box Alarm was called which brought in additional technical rescue personnel and equipment from 22 surrounding fire agencies. Two vacuum trucks from Naperville’s Department of Public Utilities (DP-U) were utilized allowing TRT members to begin vacuuming the sand from around the worker. Once the sand was cleared from around the worker’s waist, a rescue harness was placed on him. This allowed some sand to be drained from the bottom of the silo freeing the worker’s legs. Once free, he was placed into a rescue basket and removed from the top of the silo and lowered to the ground. Crews moved the worker to the back of an ambulance for additional treatment and transport to Edward hospital.

NFD members were assisted on the scene by the Naperville Police Department, the Naperville Office of Emergency Management, and the Department of Public Utilities. Management from DuKane Precast provided support staff and technical assistance.

At the time of the Naperville press release on the same day the patient’s condition was stable.

See also...
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NEWS MOST VIEWED LAST 7 DAYS...

CAR VS MOTORCYCLE CRASH ON WESTERN AVE NEAR 98TH ST - CHICAGO BORDER WITH EVERGREEN PARK

HOUSE FIRE ON S OAK ST PALATINE, IL NEAR DANIELS RD, PALATINE

APARTMENT FIRE AT METROPOLIS LOFTS ON N WAISHENAW AVE NEAR ARMITAGE AVE, CHICAGO

DIVE BOX AT 135TH ST AND KEDZIE AVE AT THE BRIDGE, CALUMET SAG CHANNEL, ROBBINS

PERSON RESCUED AFTER FALL TO JACKSON BLVD BRIDGE CATWALK NEAR EAST BANK OF CHICAGO RIVER, WEST OF WACKER DR, CHICAGO

CAR CRASH WITH TREE WITH VEHICLE FIRE, STORMY CT AND SAVANNAH LN, SCHAUMBURG – PEOPLE ESCAPE AND FLEE ON FOOT

HOUSE FIRE WITH STABBING VICTIMS ON S JUSTINE ST NEAR 117TH ST, CHICAGO

HEAD-ON CRASH WITH MULTIPLE INJURIES MCCONNELL RD AND HERON WAY, WOODSTOCK

HOUSE FIRE ON WINDRIDGE DR NEAR WESTLAKE DR, SOUTH BARRINGTON

ROLLOVER CRASH WITH INJURIES ON EB LAKE COOK RD JUST EAST OF ROUTE 53 NEAR COUNTRY GLEN APARTMENTS

NEWS MOST VIEWED ALL TIME...

FOUR KILLED IN MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH ON 82ND ST AND HARLEM AVE, BRIDGEVIEW

HOUSE FIRE AND EXPLOSION ON TRENTON CT, LONG GROVE AT ROYAL MELBOURNE – EXTRA ALARM FIRE

TORNADO TOUCHDOWN MULTIPLE AMBULANCES AND MASS CASUALTY TRAILER REQUESTED FOR FAIRDALE, ILLINOIS

100 VEHICLE CRASH WITH MULTIPLE INJURIES S-294 AND MM 18 NEAR HICKORY HILLS – EMS PLAN 2

HAUNTED HOUSE SINKING AT NAVY PIER, BARGE SINKS AT NORTHEAST CORNER OF PIER, CHICAGO

FIRE AT TAQUIERIA AMIGO CHINO
MEXICAN RESTAURANT AT IRVING PARK RD AND CENTRAL AVE, CHICAGO

PIN-IN CRASH 4 KILLED, 1 CRITICALLY INJURED NEAR LOWES, BRICKYARD MALL, CHICAGO -- EMS PLAN 1

CRASH INVOLVING 40 VEHICLES ON INBOUND KENNEDY EXPRESEXWAY BETWEEN ARMATAGE AND NORTH AVE -- EMS PLAN 2, CHICAGO

FATAL MOTORCYCLE - CAR CRASH AT ROSELLE RD AND HARTFORD DR, SCHAUMBURG

3 KILLED, 11 HURT IN CRASH AT 95TH ST AND CICERO AVE, OAK LAWN
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See also: Arlington Heights Weather
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BLOG ARCHIVE
► 2015 (881)
► 2014 (1983)
► 2013 (1110)
▼ 2012 (1028)
► December (95)
► November (163)
▼ October (215)
HOUSE FIRE ON SOUTH WOLCOTT AVE, CHICAGO
HOUSE FIRE ON SOUTH YORK RD, BENSONEVILLE
TOWNHOUSE/CONDO FIRE ON PENNY ROYAL PLACE, WOODRID...
HOUSE FIRE ON TULLEY AVE, OAK LAWN, IL
STRUCTURE FIRE ON FARM PROPERTY ON PAULING RD, MON...
VICTIM OF SMOKE INHALATION IN DRYER FIRE ON MARINE...
BICYCLIST KILLED WHEN TRUCK DRIVER MAKES RIGHT TUR...
HOUSE FIRE SPREADS TO SECOND BUILDING ON SOUTH WOL...
BOMB THREAT AT HOME DEPOT ON MEACHAM RD, ELK GROVE...
WAREHOUSE FIRE NEAR MENARDS ON SOUTH CICERO AVE, C...
FATAL HIGH-RISE “JUMP” FROM HIGH-RISE CONDO ON NOR...
BASEMENT FIRE ON SOUTH MONITOR AVE, CHICAGO
DETACHED GARAGE ON FIRE ON WEST 79TH ST, CHICAGO
RESIDENTIAL FIRE CONNECTED TO AUTOMOTIVE BUILDING ...
HOUSE FIRE ON S MORGAN ST, CHICAGO
MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH ON JOLIET RD JUST WEST OF LA...
ATTACHED GARAGE FIRE ON BAY MEADOWS DR, BARTLETT
HAZMAT EXTRA ALARM FOR SULFURIC ACID SPILL ON HECI...
WOMAN FALLS FROM 9TH FLOOR PARKING GARAGE TO INTER...
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON EAST 90TH ST, CHICAGO
STRUCTURE FIRE ON WEST BARRY AVE, CHICAGO
LEVEL 1 HAZMAT FOR A GAS LEAK ON SOUTH CALUMET

http://www.chicagofiremap.net/2012/10/man-trapped-in-cement-auger-at-d...
HEAD-ON CRASH AT GREENLEAF AND BUSSE RD, ELK GROVE...
DIESEL FUEL SPILL AT INDUSTRIAL BUILDING ON NORTH...
ADJACENT RESIDENCES ON FIRE ON SOUTH RACINE AVE, C...
EXTRA ALARM 2-11 HOUSE FIRE WITH EXPOSURES ON SOUT...
BOX ALARM FOR FUEL LEAK ON EAST SIBLEY BLVD, DOLTO...
CIVILIAN INJURED, FIREFIGHTER HOSPITALIZED AFTER H...
EMS PLAN 1 FOR MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH AT CUMBERLAND...
FATAL CAR VS TREE CRASH ON SOUTHBOUND ROUTE 41, SO...
DETACHED GARAGE FIRE ON EDISON RD, JOLIET
EXTRA ALARM FIRE FOR HOUSE FIRE ON WATSON DRIVE, G...
PIN-IN CRASH ROLLING DOMESTIC WITH SHOTS FIRED INJ...
GEORGIAN-STYLE HOUSE FIRE WITH ONE VICTIM ON WEST ...
CAR/BUILDING, CAR/POLE CRASH: ARMITAGE AVE AND CAL...
EXTRA ALARM HOUSE FIRE ON MAPLE AVE, BERWYN
APARTMENT FIRE ON RIDGELAND AVE, BERWYN
TWO CRASHES ON EDENS EXPRESSWAY SOUTH OF DUNDEE RD...
APARTMENT FIRE ON HILL DRIVE, HOFFMAN ESTATES
FIRE AT CONDO/APARTMENT ON NORTH ST. MARK'S PLACE....
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON EAST 120TH STREET, CHICAGO
FATAL RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON NORTH CENTRAL PARK AVE
STRUCTURE FIRE AT 27TH AND KARLOV AVE, CHICAGO
FIRE AT ARBOR PARK MIDDLE SCHOOL, ON CENTRAL AVE, ...
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON MENARD AVENUE, CHICAGO
BASEMENT FIRE IN MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENCE ON CARPENT...
7 CHILDREN TRANSPORTED TO LOCAL HOSPITALS AS PRECA...
EXTRA ALARM FOR LUXURY HOME FIRE ON MERGANSER LANE.
WATER RESCUE BY THE SHEDD AQUARIUM, CHICAGO
EXTRA ALARM CHURCH
BUILDING FIRE NEAR 70TH AND STE...
BUILDING FIRE NEAR 70TH AND EGGLESTON AVE, CHICAGO...
STILL AND BOX AT THE HYATT REGENCY HOTEL ON EAST W...
RESIDENTIAL FIRE NEAR WALTON ST AND KEELER AVE, CHI...
LAKEVIEW HIGH RISE FIRE ON NORTH LAKEVIEW AVE, CHI...
SIDE SCAN SONAR BOX UPGRADED SECOND LEVEL FOR A WE...
SIDE SCAN SONAR BOX FOR A WEAPON SEARCH AT CHERRY ...
5-CAR CRASH AT BUSSE RD AND OAKTON ST, ELK GROVE V...
HEAVY EXTRICATION, TRAPPED IN CRASH AT 127TH AND PA...
PIN-IN CRASH AT BUFFALO GROVE RD AND BRANDYWYNN LN
ROLLOVER CRASH WITH EXTRICATION AT ARLING...
PEDESTRIAN INCIDENT ON NORTH MIL...
COACH HOUSE FIRE ON SOUTH ELIZABETH ST, CHICAGO
MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH AT 60TH ST AND CORNELL AVE C...
HOUSE FIRE ON SOUTH HOMAN AVE, CHICAGO
PIN-IN CRASH ON ROUTE 53 UNDER EUCLID AVE OVERPASS...
HAZMAT FOR FUEL SPILL AT WESTERN AVE AND ADAM ST, ...
GAS LEAK ON NORTH CLARK ST, CHICAGO
STRUCTURE FIRE NEAR CLARK ST AND ONTARIO ST, CHICA...
3 PEOPLE SHOT, CRITICALLY INJURED ON SOUTH RHODES ...
EXTRA ALARM FIRE AT TRUE TEMPLE OF APOSTOLIC FAITH...
ATTACHED GARAGE FIRE ON EVERGREEN CT, PALATINE
ATTACHED GARAGE FIRE WITH SPREAD TO HOUSE ON DARTM...
EMS PLAN 1 FOR BUS ACCIDENT AT OAK PARK AVE AND BE...
MULTIPLE SHOOTING VICTIMS AT AZANA SALON & SPA ON ...
PIN-IN CRASH WITH EJECTION ON TABLER RD BETWEEN RO...
OUTBOUND METRA TRAIN NO. 709 INVOLVED IN FATAL INC...
EMS PLAN 1: EIGHT INJURED IN CRASH AT 31ST ST AND ...
EXTRA ALARM FOR HOUSE FIRE ON 6TH ST, SUN RIVER TE...
COACH HOUSE FIRE ON N ELIZABETH ST, CHICAGO
CAR FIRE ON SOUTH KING DRIVE, CHICAGO: INITIALLY ...
FATAL APARTMENT FIRE ON S CANNON DR, MOUNT PROSPEC...
FIRE IN A TWO-FLAT ON SOUTH SACRAMENTO AVE, CHICAG...
HOUSE FIRE ON NORTH SCHOOL ST, MOUNT PROSPECT
HOUSE FIRE ON SOUTH WENTWORTH AVENUE, RIVERDALE
CAR VS BUILDING CRASH ON HOLLYWOOD AVE, CHICAGO
MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH AT GRAND AND ROSE, FRANKLIN ...
FULL STILL FOR ATTACHED GARAGE FIRE, MABAS 15 INVE...
MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH IN PARKING LOT OF MILLER ACE...
FATAL HOUSE FIRE ON KINGSTON RD, BOLINGBROOK

INDUSTRIAL FIRE ON TOUHY AND BUSSE, ELK GROVE VIL...

HAZMAT RESPONSE FOR GAS LEAK AT OHARE INTERCATION...

EXPRESSWAY CRASH WITH MULTIPLE INJURIES ON EISENHO...

STRUCTURE FIRE 6400 OAKTON ST., MORTON GROVE, IL

VEHICLE VS CTA TRAIN CRASH ON FRANCISCO AVE, CHICA...

KITCHEN FIRE AT APARTMENT ON FEDERAL CT, DES PLAIN...

CFD SQUAD 2A INVOLVED IN CRASH AT MILWAUKEE AVE AN...

FIRE ON 9TH FLOOR AT MIDWEST TERRACE APARTMENTS ON...

MAN DIES AFTER WALKING INTO TRAFFIC: STRUCK BY TAX...

FATAL SUV CRASH WITH TREE ON S CORNELL AVE, CHICA...

POLICE OFFICER HURT IN POLICE SUV VS SEMI-TRAILER ...

SMALL FIRE WHEN TOWELS PUT IN OVEN IGNITED IN 31ST...

PIN-IN CRASH AT ROUTE 60 AND ST. MARYS, METTAWA

RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON 74TH PLACE, CHICAGO

STRUCTURE FIRE ON FARM PROPERTY ON ALTENBURG RD, H...

HOUSE FIRE ON SCULLY DRIVE, Schaumburg

CRASH INVOLVING DOWNED LINES ON VEHICLES AT 31ST A...

HEAD-ON CRASH INVOLVING DUI ON ROUTE 31 NORTH OF W...

FIRE AT SNOOKY'S RED HOTS ON CHURCH ST, SANDWICH

FIRE AT AUTO REPAIR SHOP ON CHICAGO RD, CHICAGO HE...

FATAL MINIVAN CRASH WITH METRA ROCK ISLAND TRAIN N...

ACTIVATED FIRE ALARM WITH SMOKE SMELLED IN ATTIC A...

DUI HEAD-ON CRASH ON DIVISION ST, HARVARD KILLS WO...

MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH AT BARRINGTON ROAD AND BRAYM...

FATAL EXTRICATION/PERSONAL INJURY CRASH ON EB INTE...

APARTMENT UNIT FIRE ON GREGORY AVE, GLENDALE
HEIGH...
FIRE IN INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
ON WEST 73RD ST, BEDFORD...
FIRE AT SUN MOTEL ON SOUTH
HICKORY ST, BRAIDWOOD
INDUSTRIAL FIRE AT
CONSOLIDATED CONTAINER
ON W DIG...
EXTRA ALARM FOR TECHNICAL
ADVISORS AT KANE
COUNTY...
STRUCTURE FIRE AT 28TH AND
KARLOV AVE, CHICAGO
HOUSE FIRE AT 133RD AND
VERNON AVE CHICAGO, IL
EL TRAIN FIRE ON NORTH
STATE ST, CHICAGO
EXTRA ALARM FIRE AT BROWN
& BROWN CHEVY HONDA ON
L...
FIRE AT HOME ON S
CARPENTER ST, CHICAGO
SMOKE IN
COCKPIT/EMERGENCY
LANDING FOR
COMMERCIAL ...
MULTIPLE-INJURY CRASH ON
WEST DIVERSEY AVE NEAR
LI...
HOUSE FIRE ON GREGORY DR,
GLENVIEW
CAR VS SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK
AT NORTH AVE AND
NARRAGA...
BASEMENT FIRE AT HOUSE ON
HEAD AVE, HAZEL CREST
HOUSE FIRE ON BAKER RD,
COUNTRY CLUB HILLS, IL
STRUCTURE FIRE ON EAST
STREET WILMINGTON, IL
EXTRA ALARM FIRE ON FARM
PROPERTY FOR
STRUCTURE FI...
TOWNHOUSE/CONDO FIRE ON
WATERBURY CIRCLE,
PALATINE...
SEMIEL-TRAILER TRUCK CRASH
WITH FOUR VEHICLES ON
WB ...
FIRE AND SMALL EXPLOSION
COMED UNDERGROUND
VAULT, ...
MAN KILLED IN FALL FROM 8TH
FLOOR OF 20-STORY HIGH...
SHED FIRE IN THE BACK YARD
OF COMMERCIAL LOT ON
WE...
5 RESCUED ON BOAT DRIFTING
INTO BREAKWATER OFF
OAK...
WATER RESCUE INCIDENT AT
FOX RIVER PRESERVE AND
MA...
CRASH WITH EJECTION AT THE
I-94 STEEL BRIDGE NEAR ...
FIRE AT RIVERTON CUSTOM
CABINETRY ON SOUTH
SCHOOLH...
EXTRA-ALARM BRUSH FIRE IN
PEMBROKE
WATER INCIDENT AND DIVE
RESPONSE NEAR SOUTH
SIDE O...
SMOKE INVESTIGATION AT
PALATINE TOWNSHIP HALL
TOWNHOUSE FIRE ON DARIEN LAKE DRIVE, DARIEN
2-VEHICLE ROLLOVER CRASH AT CEDAR RD AND DELANEY R...
HOUSE FIRE ON BASSWOOD ST, HOFFMAN ESTATES
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON W JARVIS AVE CHICAGO, IL
HOUSE FIRE ON RIDGE RD BETWEEN SPRING CREEK RD AND...
FIRE AT EISENHOWER SCHOOL ON SCHOFENBECK RD, PROSPE...
HOUSE FIRE CONTAINED TO BASEMENT LAUNDRY ROOM ON S.
BASEMENT FIRE ON EAST ROCKLAND RD, LIBERTYVILLE
SUV VS. HOUSE CRASH AT PARK BLVD AND PERISHING RD G...
MULTIPLE INJURY CRASH AT HOUGH ST AND GOOLIDGE AVE...
MAN TRAPPED IN CEMENT AUGER AT DUKANE PRECAST
WATER RESCUE/RECOVERY NEAR FESTIVAL PARK AND NEXT ...
BRUSH FIRE EXTRA ALARM AT 9000N ROAD AND 1500W IN...
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON S LOOMIS BLVD, CHICAGO
ROLLOVER SEMI-TRAILER CRASH ON I-88 NEAR I-39, DEK...
FARMHOUSE FIRE ON ROUTE 20, HAMPSHIRE
HOUSE FIRE CUNNINGHAM RD AND S HORACE AVE ROCKFORD...
TRAIN VS. VEHICLE CRASH NEAR 149TH AND PULASKI, MI...
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON PRINCETON AVE LOCKPORT, IL
SMALL FIRE AT ON NINTH FLOOR AT WEISS MEMORIAL HOS...
SHED FIRE ON JUDY LN, STREAMWOOD
FATAL HOUSE FIRE ON IRWIN AVE, DES PLAINES
FIRE AT KARYN'S VEGAN RESTAURANT ON NORTH HALSTED ...
STRUCTURE FIRE AT 28TH AND KARLOV AVE, CHICAGO
WATER RESCUE FOR OVERTURNED SAILBOAT AT MONTROSE D...
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON 137TH PL, RIVERDALE
RESIDENTIAL FIRE ON W GEORGE ST, CHICAGO
TOWNHOUSE FIRE ON GREENCASTLE LN, ORLAND PARK
DOUBLE ROLLOVER CRASH ON
ELGIN O'HARE EXPRESSWAY
A...
ROLLEROVER CRASH ON RAND RD ON RAMP TO SB ROUTE 53...
FIRE IN A CIRCUIT BOARD AT AMITRON ON LANDMEIER RD...
5 PEOPLE WITH SYMPTOMS FROM NATURAL GAS LEAK ON WE...
GARAGE FIRE AT 84TH AND LONG AVE, BURBANK
ATTIC FIRE ON SOUTH MORGAN ST, CHICAGO
VEHICLE CRASH INTO BUILDING ON WEST 103RD ST, PALO...
WORKING FIRE AT KEELER AVE AND ADAMS, NEAR WILCOX...
BASEMENT FIRE ON SOUTH ESSEX AVE, CHICAGO
HOUSE FIRE ON DANTE AVE, LANSING, IL
SENIOR LIVING APARTMENT FIRE AT LAKE BARRINGTON WO...
CARS ON CARRIER ON FIRE ON S CICERO, ALSIP
EXTRA ALARM HOUSE FIRE ON ST LOUIS AVE, ROBBINS
BICYCLIST KILLED, HIT BY TRUCK AT WELLS ST AND OAK...
CAR VS. TREE CRASH KILLS 71-YEAR-OLD MAN ON GOLF R...
LARGE MULCH PILE FIRE BEHIND POWELL TREE SERVICE O...
TWO HOUSE FIRES AT 21ST ST AND BUTLER ST CHICAGO H...
FATAL APARTMENT FIRE ON 147TH ST, MIDLOTHIAN
SMALL PLANE CRASH JUST SOUTHEAST OF GARY/CHICAGO I...
FIRE AT STRIP MALL ON EAST CENTRAL RD, DES PLAINES...
FACTORY FIRE AT TRU-CUT MANUFACTURING ON JANDUS RD...
CHICAGO FIREFIGHTERS RESCUE WINDOW WASHER STUCK ON...
CAR VS. TREE CRASH WITH EXTRICATION, DRIVER FLED S...
GARAGE FIRE ON CUMBERLAND NORTH OF GOLF RD, DES PL...
GARAGE FIRE ON ROHLWING RD, ROLLING MEADOWS
HAZMAT RESPONSE FOR MULTIPLE SUSPICIOUS LETTERS RE...

► September (55)
► July (12)
► June (5)
► May (14)
► April (27)